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Foreword

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national information system developed by the U.S. Office of Education and now sponsored by the National Institute of Education (NIE). It provides ready access to descriptions of exemplary programs, research and developmental efforts, and related information useful in developing more effective educational programs.

Through its network of specialized centers or clearinghouses, each of which is responsible for a particular educational area, ERIC acquires, evaluates, abstracts, and indexes current significant information and lists this information in its reference publications.

ERIC/RCS, the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills, disseminates educational information related to research, instruction, and personnel preparations at all levels and in all institutions. The scope of interest of the clearinghouse includes relevant research reports, literature reviews, curriculum guides and descriptions, conference papers, project or program reviews, and other print materials related to all aspects of reading, English, educational journalism, and speech communication.

The ERIC system has already made available—through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service—much informative data. However, if the findings of specific educational research are to be intelligible to teachers and applicable to teaching, considerable bodies of data must be reevaluated, focused, translated, and molded into an essentially different context. Rather than resting at the point of making research reports readily accessible, NIE has directed the separate clearinghouses to work with professional organizations in developing information analysis papers in specific areas within the scope of the clearinghouses.

ERIC/RCS is pleased to cooperate with the National Council of Teachers of English in making Computers in the English Classroom: A Primer for Teachers available.

Bernard O'Donnell
Director, ERIC/RCS
Introduction

Among Aesop's many fables is the one about the fox and the lion. In that tale, the fox—upon first meeting the lion—is so frightened that he nearly dies. He survives, though, for a second meeting. At the second meeting, he is still alarmed, but to a lesser extent. By the time of his third meeting with the lion, the fox is sufficiently confident to begin a conversation.

MORAL: Acquaintance softens prejudices.

At one time or another, it is easy for all of us to behave as the fox did in the fable. Teachers who have seen the rise and fall of programmed instruction, teaching machines, "back to basics" movements, and various other educational fads cannot help but fear what, at first meeting, seems to be another passing fancy in academia. If one has found a methodology that works, what is the sense of disrupting the status quo?

For many—if not most—teachers, computers represent an alien form of instruction. They are unknown, and they are threatening—just as was the lion to the fox. Nevertheless, teachers do have motivations to "soften prejudice." For one thing, because of the proliferation of high technology, computers are increasingly familiar to students. Professional pride is motivating many of us to scurry in order to stay one step ahead of our students. More important, computers represent an additional educational medium. Through them, it is possible to provide information or to manage instruction in ways otherwise unavailable to students.

Our premise is simply this: The decision "to use or not to use" computers in the English classroom should be an informed decision. It should be based upon an instructor's knowledge of what the computer can and cannot do, rather than upon fear or ignorance about computers.

What Can the Computer Do?

The computer can provide one-to-one instruction—if necessary, repeating information or offering examples for hours without losing patience or varying moods. It can incorporate student's responses
into this instruction, branching to a reiteration if necessary—or advancing to a higher level of instruction if the learner seems competent to handle such progression. It can telescope time, allowing learners to experience events through simulations. It can use graphics to reinforce abstract concepts. Most important, it can store vast amounts of data and manipulate that data with incredible speed. This is what allows the flexibility of instruction. It is also what provides the potential for evaluative applications—analyzing student performance (How many people missed question one? How many times was option C chosen?) and recording each learner’s accomplishments (How many people have completed unit one? How many succeeded during their first attempt?)

However, there are important things the computer cannot do. The computer can do nothing more than it is programmed to do. It cannot replace the human interactions that make each classroom unique. It cannot counsel a troubled student or banter about this morning’s headline or last night’s late movie. And, it cannot direct reflective discussion or test (as yet) the higher levels of learning (assimilation, evaluation, synthesis, analysis).

The value of the computer lies in the fact that it provides one more tool for the teacher to use. It frees the teacher from certain mundane chores so that instructional time is better utilized. Classroom teachers, ultimately, have the responsibility for all instructional decisions. (Do we “plow ahead,” hoping the slower learners will catch up, or do we slow down? Do I lecture or does the class work in small groups? Do I use the text available, even though it’s out of date, or do I generate my own materials?) Classroom teachers cannot begin to decide whether or not to use computer-assisted instruction until they become, at minimum, “computer literate.”

What Do English Teachers Teach?

Traditionally, the study of English at the secondary level has had the three-fold foundation of language, literature, and composition. We encourage our students to understand the history of their language and the system of rules by which it operates (spelling, grammar, punctuation). We introduce them to the excitement reading can present—meeting characters both fictional and real, following those characters through simple or complex plot developments, and considering the impact of setting on the characters and the action. We help them to understand writing as a process, and we patiently advise them through prewriting, writing, and revising stages. In both their
reading and their writing, we encourage students to explore values and emotions, as well as to appreciate the relationships among form, content, and style.

Depending upon grade level and curricular objectives, the content of "language" instruction may range from vocabulary development to spelling to grammar to linguistics to semantics. Fourth-graders might work on developing sentence structure: use of phrases, compound subjects or verbs, and so on. Junior high students might be developing a vocabulary with Greek and Latin root words, to accompany their study of mythology. At the high school level, a lesson on connotation and denotation may involve asking students to evaluate the distinctions between "athlete" and "jock," "hustler" and "hot dog." And in a college composition class, a lesson on style might incorporate all of those topics (sentence structure, vocabulary, connotation/denotation) to encourage maturity of writing style.

Similarly, the teaching of literature at various grade levels will incorporate the same basic elements over and over. In some courses, emphasis may be on genre: contrasting poetry with the short story, the novel, and the drama. In other courses, especially historical surveys, emphasis may involve relating the works and the lives of their authors to social and political developments of the period in which the works were written. In courses organized thematically, one particular issue, or theme, may be traced through a variety of works: poetry, short stories, novels—even film or television dramas. In any studies of literature, attention will always turn to essential elements: character, setting, plot, and theme (for prose); and rhythm, rhyme, meter, and theme (for poetry). At lower grade levels, questions may be directed toward simple comprehension (Who is the main character? Where does the story take place?). At higher grade levels, the teacher's questions will be directed toward more complex thinking skills (relating characterization to plot, or plot to the history of the era in which a work was written).

The teaching of composition also entails a "spiral" of curricular content. As students progress from elementary school to junior-high to high school and beyond, they will repeatedly encounter the concepts of unity, coherence, and emphasis—whether at the level of the single paragraph or with the multi-paragraph essay. Sentence structure, vocabulary, and punctuation will be topics of instruction repeatedly—as will the concepts of "main idea," "subordinate idea," "transitions," and "audience." The teaching of reading will involve many of these same concepts—but here the students are perceiving "main idea" or "subordination" or "style" in the writing of another, rather than producing it themselves.
This brief review of curriculum in the language arts contains no "revelations" for English teachers. It is simply a statement of "what we do." The potential revelation may come in considering the role computers could play in teaching these various aspects of the language arts curriculum. Consider the possibility of having one or more microcomputers within or adjacent to a classroom. Then consider the teacher who faces twenty-five or thirty students of varying levels of competence, each of whom is supposed to "master" certain speaking, reading, writing, and listening skills within the next sixteen weeks.

How can "that machine" help those students and their teacher achieve their goals? Most importantly, it can individualize. For the student who lags behind in ability to generate "standard usage" or who constantly confuses apostrophes with semicolons, it provides opportunities for endless tutoring or drill and practice—free time from the embarrassment of "being wrong" in the eyes of classmates or of stretching a teacher's patience to the limit when asking for a repeated explanation.

But the instructional applications of computers are not limited to drills or simple tutorial lessons. Programs asking open-ended questions can help students to generate ideas and to develop critical thinking skills in relation to literature. Text editors can help students to revise essays—adding, deleting, or rearranging—without the effort of rewriting "the whole thing" (and running the risk of making an error in what was previously correct). Simulations and instructional games may serve as stimuli for writing—suggesting themes or characters or plot outlines—which would serve as "starting points" from which writers could generate essays, poems, or short stories. And beyond instruction, computers can provide instructional management: keeping records of "who has done what," testing, maintaining performance statistics, or even generating letters to students or parents offering records of students' academic activities.

**Getting On with It**

Computers do have applications within English classrooms. A teacher's decision whether or not to take advantage of those applications should be an informed judgment, reflecting the teacher's knowledge of both the operation of the hardware and the suitability of the software.

In the ensuing chapters, we will consider "computer basics" (defining "hardware" and "software" and the various capabilities of both), the various instructional strategies available via computers...
(It need not always be individualized instruction); examples of software reflecting these strategies, specifically in the language arts curriculum; and examples of various evaluation guidelines that instructors might use to judge the suitability of either hardware or software. To help us to move through these topics, each chapter will conclude with a scenario. The "cast of characters" reflects a composite of various English teachers we have all encountered at one time or another. They, represent the entire spectrum of interest in computer-assisted instruction.
1 Computer Basics

You are probably the exception if you have not yet been affected by the use of computers in education. Although computers may not be used in your classroom (or even in your school), computers are affecting both what you teach and how you teach. In spite of this, many English teachers do not have a basic understanding of computers and their impact on society in general and education in particular. The purpose of this section is to explain, in as nontechnical a way as possible, what a computer is, how it works, and how it might be used to enhance instruction in the English classroom.

What's a Computer?

Computers come in a variety of shapes, sizes, and price tags. For some, the term computer may conjure up images of large, mysterious machines with banks of switches, dials, and pulsing lights and whirring, spinning disks. Others may think of only a large, fast calculating machine. In reality, a computer is a machine that can perform arithmetic operations but also has many, many more nonarithmetic functions, such as comparing, choosing, sorting, writing, and moving, which are needed to process, store, and retrieve large amounts of data. The advantage of the computer does not rest solely in the complexity of the power of its operations but also in its quick, efficient, and reliable execution of those operations.

For our purpose, there are three “sizes” of computers that are of interest: maxi-, mini-, and micro-. In general, these sizes correspond directly to the amount of information and complexity of applications that the computer can process and the amount and kind of equipment that the computer can support. Large computers require (not surprisingly) a generous amount of physical space and special environmental conditions. They can store up to 16 million characters of information. Minicomputers often fit in large cabinets and operate in relatively “normal” environments. The usual limit of information that they can store is one million characters. Microcomputers, typically, can store between 4 thousand and 96 thousand characters of information.
Each of these types can have an important role in instruction. Your school district may use a large computer or a minicomputer for payroll, student scheduling, or attendance. Many school districts have classroom computer terminals connected to a large computer in the central office, as large computers can provide virtually immediate communication with many users at one time even though the users may be doing different things. Microcomputers also allow the user to interact directly with the computer. There is no need for time-sharing, however, because there is one computer for every user.

To better understand how a computer can process information rapidly and reliably, we should examine the primary components or units of virtually every computer system. These units are the processing unit, the input units, and the output units.

**Processing Unit**

The *processing unit* consists of the central processing unit (or CPU) and the main computer memory. The heart of the computer is the CPU. It contains all of the circuits needed to interpret instructions, perform operations, and control the input and output processes. In other words, the CPU is *the* computer in any computer system, whether it be a maxi-, mini-, or micro-. One important characteristic of the computer is the speed with which it can process information. Speed is critical in some data processing applications such as student scheduling, grade reporting, and payroll. The rate of processing is directly related to the size of the computer. In other applications, however, speed may not be as critical. For example, in many instructional lessons, much of the processing time depends upon the student (analyzing a poem, identifying a main idea in a paragraph) and, as a result, relatively longer computer processing times may not be significant.

A second characteristic of the processing unit, namely the amount of information that the computer can remember (or store), is important in almost every application. This *primary memory* can be used to hold three different kinds of information: the set of instructions that specifies the operations the computer is to perform (the program), the data that are being processed, and intermediate results that will be used later. The amount of information that can be stored is usually measured in *bytes* of information. A machine labeled 32K can store 32 thousand bytes or, approximately, 32 thousand characters of information. A double-spaced typed page holds approximately 2600 characters, so a 32K machine would hold roughly twelve-to-thirteen pages of text.
This primary memory is called *random access memory* or RAM. This memory is volatile in that the information stored in RAM can be changed, overwritten, or removed by appropriate instructions to the processing unit. In addition, all information stored there is lost when the machine is turned off.

There is another computer memory that is not volatile: the *read only memory* or ROM. The information in this memory is permanent and cannot be altered or destroyed. ROM is used to store programs and data that are needed in order for the computer and the person using the computer to communicate with each other. Since such programs must be protected if the computer is to be useful, this information is built into the computer when it is manufactured.

**Input and Output Units**

Input units and output units, collectively called I/O devices, are used to get information into and out of the computer. In most classroom applications, the usual input device is a keyboard that resembles a standard typewriter keyboard with additional special keys for communication with the computer. The usual output device is a cathode ray tube (CRT)—the type of tube used in a television set. A system that consists of a keyboard, CRT display, and a CPU is a complete computer system. It is, however, not a particularly convenient system for two reasons. First, the CRT display does not provide a permanent record of the output. (This can be remedied by using a printer as an output device.) Second, the system does not provide a way to store information between sessions.

When the machine is turned off, the information stored in RAM is lost. This means that programs and data must be reentered in subsequent sessions for which they are needed. In our minimal configuration (keyboard, CPU, and CRT) this means keyboard typing. However, most computer systems use secondary storage, which permits saving programs and data between sessions. Some common storage devices include cassette tapes and floppy disks that are made of a special material that can be magnetized. Information can be stored on the material as a pattern of electronic impulses, which can then be read directly into the computer's RAM.

To see how all of this might work, consider a typical application by a classroom teacher: averaging several grades for each student on the roster. Initially, a set of instructions to calculate grade averages would be entered into the computer through the keyboard. This program, now in primary memory, could then be read out to a floppy disk for permanent storage. The permanent copy of the pro-
gram can then be used at any time without retyping it from the keyboard. Here is how it might work:

1. A copy of the grade averaging program is read into primary memory from the floppy disk. (The disk contains the program.)
2. The grades to be averaged are (probably) entered from the keyboard and are held in primary memory also.
3. The computer processes the grade data according to the instructions in the grade averaging program. Intermediate results, such as cumulative class averages are also stored in primary memory.
4. As each average is calculated it is displayed on the CRT screen.
5. A permanent record of the grade average is made by sending the output to a printer attached to the computer.
6. When the computer is turned off, the contents of primary memory are lost (the copy of the grade averaging program, the individual grades, and all intermediate results). In addition, the display on the CRT screen is gone. However, the disk still contains the program and the results can be recorded on printer paper.

This simple example illustrates all of the essential elements of input, processing, and output found in virtually every computer.

Computer Characteristics

Now that we have covered the basic elements of a computer, we will consider some of the "fine points" that distinguish one computer from another. These "fine points" are the characteristics that often become important to the classroom teacher because they involve the nature and readability of the information that can be input or output.

Text Display

Upper- and lowercase. Some computers allow the display and typing of both upper- and lowercase letters. Other microcomputers must have special adapters, which often replace the expected SHIFT key function with some other key. Even without the adapter, computers with graphics capabilities can use lessons that have upper- and lowercase letters. In these cases, however, student typed responses are usually in uppercase only. Note. The installation of some adapters may void the warranty or service contract.
Size of display. Typical CRT displays allow for approximately 1000 characters displayed on screens that range from 40-80 characters wide to 16-25 lines deep. (This paragraph has 710 characters: 65 characters wide and 11 lines deep.) In an instructional lesson, the screen display should be much less than the maximum allowed so that the displays are attractive and easy to read. On the other hand, word and text processing should allow for fuller display to give the typist some spatial clues about final format. Special accessories are available for increasing the usable screen width, but this generally reduces the resolution of individual characters. This may cause a problem for large group demonstrations.

Positioning text. Generally text is displayed starting at the top of the screen and continuing down to the bottom. Once the bottom is reached, additional text is added by moving all the other lines up one line. The top-most line is then “scrolled” off the display. In most computers it is possible to position text at a particular location rather than just at the next available line.

Special text effects. Many microcomputers display white letters on a black background. Some computers allow the reverse (black letters on a white background) or a flashing display that changes from the normal to the reverse. In most cases, different portions of the display can be in different display modes.

Overwriting one character with another is usually not possible (such as the strike out of the letter “r” above). In this case, the original character is replaced by the second, not combined with it. If you wanted to show a character that is the combination of two characters (such as ‘r’), a special character would have to be designed.

Sized writing. A few computers will display bold letters. Usually all portions of the display are affected rather than just selected sections. Of course, use of sized writing decreases the amount of text that can be displayed.
Special characters. A few computers have "built-in" special characters (e.g., accent marks). Often, however, these characters must be specially designed using high resolution graphics (see below) directly or using specially designed programs. The use of subscripts, superscripts, and double strike characters often requires special design.

Graphics Display

Graphics resolution. Low resolution graphics is comparable to drawing a picture on a piece of graph paper. If a line of the drawing passes through any part of the grid, the entire grid is filled in. In low resolution a diagonal line would appear "saw toothed." High resolution graphics allows for drawing from one point to another point rather than from grid to grid. High resolution graphics are often used to design special characters. Several computers use graphics characters in place of either high or low resolution graphics. In these cases, the display is governed by the text displays, but the specific characters are selected to form a "picture."

Color. Many computers will allow colored graphics. The number of usable colors varies with the computer. Only a few will permit colored text. Mixing text and graphics, however, sometimes causes normally white letters to have some color and lose some of their resolution.
Sound

Synthesizers. Several computers can generate sounds through speakers either in the computer or in the CRT monitor. Many computers will support special accessories to generate voice and/or music.

Audio. Instructional lessons can often be enhanced through the use of audio messages to accompany the visual display. Several computers will allow the concurrent use of audio and video. Usually the use of the audio must be coordinated by the user cued by messages of what to do (e.g., “Press the play button now”). A few will have the device under computer control.

Special Input Devices

Touch panels. Special panels can be installed around the CRT screen that, with appropriately designed lessons, permit the student to touch designated areas of the display rather than type responses at the keyboard. This may be helpful with younger children who are not facile with a typewriter keyboard.

Joysticks/game paddles. These accessories are often used to position graphics characters on the CRT screen. Although their use is associated with arcade games, when used in conjunction with carefully designed lessons they can make computers more accessible to orthopedically disabled students.

Graphics tablets. Drawings and pictures can be “traced” and displayed on the screen. The images can then be saved and incorporated into instructional lessons, thus bypassing high-resolution graphics programming.

Optical scan (mark sense). Mark sense cards can be used to input test results, grades, or attendance, for example, rather than typing the data.

Special Output Devices

Printer. Many computer applications require or are enhanced by using a printer for a record of the output (called “hard copy”). Some of the factors that should be considered when selecting a printer include quality of the output, locations of the printer when in use, and the amount of use the printer will have.

Letter-quality printers use either typeballs or “daisy wheels” that produce output similar to that of a high quality typewriter. The typeballs or daisy wheels are imprinted with individual characters that are positioned correctly by the printer as they strike the paper one character at a time. The typeballs or daisy wheels can be changed to give different type styles. This paragraph was printed with a letter quality printer.
Dot matrix printers do not use pre-formed characters. Instead, the characters to be printed are formed by selecting portions of a matrix of wires. The selected wires are used from the matrix to print on the paper. For example, to print the character '3' using a 5 × 7 grid, the pattern might look like this:

```
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
```

Some advertising signs or time and temperature displays use a matrix of lights to form characters. The dot matrix printer uses the same principle. This paragraph was typed with a dot matrix printer.

One advantage of dot matrix printers is that printing is not restricted to preformed characters. Any pattern of dots from the matrix may be printed, as there are more than 34 billion possibilities. A possible disadvantage is that the quality of print is not as good as typewriter print since the individual dots are distinguishable. Also, some of the lowercase letters that normally drop below the line (such as p, g, y) are written entirely above the line.

Both letter quality printers and many dot matrix printers are impact printers in that a mechanical device must strike the paper to make the impression. Such printers can make multiple copies but they are very loud. As a result, the noise may make inclass use difficult if not impossible. An alternative might be to have a nonimpact printer that uses heat to "burn" an image on special paper or to use a plotter type printer that draws the characters in special ink that dries immediately on contact with the paper.

Video projection units. Classroom demonstrations are often hampered by difficulty in viewing the small display screen. Special projection units have been developed to project the CRT display to a screen much like the image from an overhead projector.

Communications

Modem. The modulator-demodulator is a device that is used for telephone communications between a computer and a terminal.
Networking. Networking allows one computer to send output to or receive input from other terminals or computers in the network. In this way, a teacher's terminal could be used to send different lessons to different students and in turn receive status reports from each student. In addition, there needs to be only a single copy of each lesson, which can be loaded at the teacher's station and sent to as many students as necessary.

Languages

A number of languages are used for programming instructional lessons. Each language has characteristics that make it more (or less) suited for a particular application. Regardless of the language, some striking parallels exist between programming languages and the English language (Dennis and Auten, 1982).

Vocabulary

English: a well-developed vocabulary promotes clear, precise communication.
Programming: good languages permit the definition of new vocabulary.

Grammar

English: system of word-forms and word-order allow word classification by use.
Programming: words (commands) are classified according to their use in one of three classifications: action, branching, and looping.

Syntax

English: the way that words are put together and related to each other in sentences, sentence structure.
Programming: same as above with the forms rigidly defined.

Punctuation

English: clarifies meaning of sentences.
Programming: used to set-off words to aid automated parsing.

Structure

English: the standard five paragraph theme or the Haiku poem.
Programming: the main procedure contains the basic task; sub-procedures have similar structure to paragraphs and function accordingly.

Readability

English: clarity and cohesiveness derived from previous points.
Programming: needed to recover through processes involved; also depends on previous points.
Classroom Environments

Computers can be used in a variety of ways in a classroom ranging from large group to individual use. An excellent and reasonably flexible computer system for classroom instruction would consist of the following elements:

- 48K RAM
- full-sized keyboard
- single disk drive (two would be better)
- printer
- video monitor or television

Using the computer for word or text processing might require additional hardware accessories, such as:

- upper-lower case adapter
- video text display to increase display width to approximately eighty characters

Classroom Setting

Classroom use. It is often necessary to connect several monitors (CRTs) together so that all students can view the display. Some computers do not permit the use of more than one monitor. If the monitor or the computer has an external video jack, additional monitors can be used.

Be sure that the material used in large group discussions has sufficient resolution to be viewed comfortably. Often it is necessary to turn out the lights, making note-taking difficult. Setting up for a large group is not difficult, but it does require advanced planning to be sure that all the equipment is available and can be used properly.

Individual workstation. The concern is that the monitor is placed so that the student can view it comfortably for the required time. Some display screens will reflect classroom lights, others have some distortions at the corners. There should be sufficient work area and storage so that tapes and disks are not placed on top of equipment (which may threaten their reliability) when not in use.

Environment. Computer equipment should be kept in a dust-free (particularly chalk dust-free) area that is not subject to extreme temperature and humidity variations. It is best to keep the equipment covered when not in use, away from chalk dust, smoke, and excessive changes in temperature and humidity.
Chapter 1 Scenario

As an illustration of the manner in which these computer characteristics can become important to the classroom teacher, consider the case of Duane Ridley.*

In response to a request from Professor Richards at the college, Mr. Ridley agreed to allow a demonstration of computer-assisted instruction in his eighth-period Freshman English class. Announcement of this special event brought raves from his students, who immediately envisioned fifty minutes of "Pac-Man" or "Dungeons and Dragons"—games immensely popular at the computer arcade in the shopping mall. A few curious faculty members also asked if they could attend the demonstration. (Their requests were greeted with gusto from Mr. Ridley, who immediately realized the disciplinary value of two or three extra "teacher presences" in the room.)

The day was not atypical for Duane Ridley—Murphy's Law was being reaffirmed every time he turned around. The endless questions, beginning with the first period of the day, had been anticipated ("Hey, Mr. Ridley, is it true that you're taking your eighth hour class to the shopping center arcade?" "Mr. Ridley, surely you don't expect to bring a computer into an English class! Mr. Cook and I have managed to teach English for more than seventy years (between us) without resorting to folderol and gimcrackery . . .").

What had not been anticipated was Professor Richards' early arrival and his concomitant request to set up demonstration materials, effectively destroying the lesson plan of the seventh-period English Literature class, which was in the midst of a heated debate about the universality of "The Beastie" in Lord of the Flies.

As soon as all hope had been given up for salvation of that seventh-period class and Professor Richards had begun setting up his hardware, the logic of the "anti-computer people" started to clarify itself to Duane. First, there were problems regarding access to electrical outlets—until the most fleet-footed student in class departed in search of the Chief of Maintenance, Guardian of All Extension Cords. Second, Professor Richards had been limited (by time, space, and physical strength) to bringing in only one microcomputer and two

---

*Duane Ridley teaches high school English (freshmen and seniors) at the public high school of a moderately sized midwest college town. He also teaches Composition I (part-time) at the college. He has an M.A. in English, has been teaching for ten years (only two of them in this town), and serves as freshman class moderator. He has been approached by the college to employ computer-assisted instruction in his high school classes on an experimental basis, he is curious to know more before deciding.
CRT screens. This resulted not only in the need to move a lot of furniture (so that all students could see a screen), but also in a chorus of typical students' complaints ("I thought we were each going to have a computer to work on!" or "I can't see through Freddy's big head!"). Professor Richards allowed himself only a few seconds to wish that he had brought along the college's newly acquired video projection unit.

Despite these problems, Duane and Professor Richards were able to get the hardware set up and the programs loaded. After the professor had gained the students' attention by allowing a half dozen of them to operate various programs, complete with color graphics, he then asked for a volunteer who would utilize a new program just written by one of the graduate students at the college. The program was more complex than the simple grammar drills and tutorials that Duane and his colleagues had seen in previous displays. Through a series of branching operations, it allowed students to review instructional concepts or to be tested with alternate sets of questions. The instructional quality of the program proved very impressive not only to Duane and the other teachers present, but even to the student volunteer who was using the program.

What proved frustrating to everyone concerned, however, was the program's inability to distinguish uppercase from lowercase letters. To a room holding three English teachers, a program that did not penalize the student for omitted capitalization was clearly not adequate. This, combined with the program's requirement for certain routines to be rigidly followed in the student's response pattern, led to a few suggestions for revision of the program.

Despite these flaws in the software and the headaches associated with the arrangement of hardware, the professor's visit was rated an overall success by everyone involved. He felt happy that he could offer some concrete suggestions for revision to the graduate student programmer. The students were enthusiastic about the idea that class time could be spent utilizing computers. And Duane Ridley, along with his colleagues, felt a new enthusiasm for the potential of computer-assisted instruction. He had seen participation in this class from students who had previously been nonparticipants, including bright-but-bored Alex Morrow and the incredibly shy Donna Jackson. His colleagues were heard to comment about the value of patience—as the program repeated the explanation of a single concept in four different contexts until the student user finally grasped its message and responded appropriately. They were also impressed with the idea that computer-assisted instruction could be available in early
morning or late afternoon hours, when the teachers themselves were usually wrapped up in committee meetings or supervision of extracurricular activities. Most important, they had been quite taken by Professor Richards' explanation of the record-keeping and record-management facilities available in other programs. The possibility of turning over to computers the chores of record-keeping and grade-averaging made their faces glow in anticipation.

As Professor Richards and a few student volunteers carted the equipment back to the college van, everyone agreed it had been a worthwhile afternoon.
Computers are used in the classroom in three different ways: as the focus of instruction (i.e., teaching about computers), as the delivery medium of instruction (i.e., teaching with computers), and as the manager of instruction. Although it may seem that the English teacher is not concerned with “teaching about,” some of the classroom applications will require a basic familiarity with that function. Chapter 1 discussed some of these points. In discussing “teaching with” a computer, we should keep in mind that computers can be used to deliver the primary instruction or can be used to support instruction by providing either remediation or enrichment. Whether the computer provides delivery or support, the teacher retains the role of instructional decision-maker and, as such, must design ways to integrate the computer into the conventional curriculum.

To aid in this integration, this chapter will focus on instruction in general and then apply those principles to computerized instruction. In addition, we will discuss some of the attributes that should be reflected in good computer applications to the teaching of language arts.

The computer delivers instruction in accord with the four components of a complete teaching episode: presentation of material, questioning, student response, and reinforcement or corrective feedback. A complete teaching episode can be very short:

Teacher (pointing): This is the letter a. (presentation)
Teacher (pointing): What is this? (question)
Student: The letter a. (response)
Teacher: Very good. (feedback).

Or it can be very long (as when the college professor lectures for the entire semester, gives a final exam, and posts the grades). The length of the teaching episode will often depend upon the maturity of the students. As students become (or are expected to be) responsible for their own learning, the teaching episodes become longer. Regardless of the length of the teaching episode, however, a complete episode will contain the four components.
Computerized Instruction

These four components are essential to computerized instructional lessons. In addition, the use of the computer adds two other components normally under the control of the teacher: review of material and the path taken by the student. Altogether the six components of computerized instruction include presentation, questioning, judging, feedback, review, and routing. Let us consider these as they relate to computers.

Presentation. The presentation of material is usually done through the use of definitions, examples, rules, and nonexamples. When computerized, the fundamental sequence should be designed for the student who is able to grasp and demonstrate knowledge of the indicated skills. Instruction should be kept to a minimum. Additional information, explanation, and applications should be included but presented only for students who need or request it.

The computer as a delivery medium suggests that information should be presented in limited amounts, with attractive and quickly plotted screen displays. Although novelty displays are positively correlated with attention, frequent repetition loses the "novelty" effect quickly.

Questions. Each skill/knowledge implied by the objectives should be tested at the appropriate level. Questions should be germane only to the material in the current or related teaching episode. Rhetorical questions are inappropriate (don't you agree?). The common forms of questions which can be effectively computerized include true-false, multiple choice, fill-in, and short answer questions, as well as those appearing on touch sensitive panels that call for nonverbal response.

Questions are most often used to determine whether or not a student "knows" the material we have taught and to give that student a grade. We make most of our instructional decisions based on our assessments of student comprehension. For example, at the extreme, we may give enrichment materials to "excellent" students so they won't be bored while we work with the others, or we give extra help to "poor" students and hope that they can catch up. Almost always, these decisions are based on our assessments of what the students know or don't know relative to our questions. Although assessment of student comprehension is important and necessary, there is another dimension which we should also consider: a student's awareness of his or her own comprehension.
Regardless of whether or not a student is "doing well," (by whatever grading scheme we use), a student may or may not be aware of his or her own understanding. Students have accurate comprehension awareness when they realize they know or do not know. On the other hand, students have inaccurate comprehension awareness if they are not sure or are unaware that they do or do not know. Inaccurate comprehension awareness may be exhibited in several ways: students who have unjustified feelings that they have the material "down pat," students who are sure they just "blew" the test (on which they get top scores), or students who just haven't thought about their own state of knowledge. When we put these comprehension-comprehension awareness dimensions together we divide our students into four groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Awareness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our main goal as teachers is to have all of our students in Cell 1. Although we may occasionally have students who seem to be born to this cell, it is more likely we will be called on to devise strategies to move students from the other cells to Cell 1. The selection of an effective, efficient strategy will depend upon which cell the student is in initially. In all cases, however, the strategy should be based on the use of appropriate questioning techniques.

For students in Cell 2, questions and feedback designed to help the student apply appropriate studying strategies and techniques are effective (for example, SQ3R). These students do not gain from...
feedback that simply indicates they are wrong—they already know that. Cell 3 students need positive reinforcement. Although research has demonstrated the overall ineffectiveness of telling students they are correct, to do so is effective for this subset of students since their lack of confidence is a critical attribute. This group of students is often overlooked in our teaching strategies because we tend to focus on the comprehension dimension—and these students are doing satisfactorily on that dimension.

The approach for students in Cell 4 should be directed first at breaking the false feeling of “knowing,” rather than at teaching content. You cannot teach a student if the student thinks he or she already knows. One approach might be to ask questions directed at having the student recognize a contradiction between what the student really knows and what the student thinks he or she knows (but doesn’t). For example, the student may use the pronoun “I” incorrectly as in the use of the object of a preposition in the sentence “The letter was addressed to Jim and I.” The student remembers learning to name others first when referring to a group in which he or she is included, and so uses “Jim and I” instead of “me ’n’ Jim.” Having been told that “Jim and I” is correct usage, he or she believes it to be correct in all cases and is difficult to convince that in this instance, “Jim and me” is the correct form. Through carefully designed questions, this false confidence can be shaken and instruction resumed.

By using appropriate questions and feedback, the computer can often enhance instruction designed for these different groups of students. It must be noted, however, that it is often “expensive” in both time and money to develop complex programs to address these different needs. The design and programming effort required begins to take advantage of the medium in a creative and effective way.

Response. Students must be made aware that they are to respond and must be told how to respond. Frequently, the students are learning both new content and new skills related to computer use. Occasionally, they are unable to answer a question because of the environment—not the content. For example, the student might be required to type an accent mark which is not marked on the keyboard. The student must be given instructions on how to type that mark, and the instructions should be retrievable at the time they may be needed.

Judging. There are four classes of answers that students might give to any question: the correct (or synonymous) answer; answers which are literally incorrect but conceptually correct (misspellings might be
included here), the classes of anticipated wrongs that reflect the mislearning of students (for example, identifying a dependent clause as a complete sentence), and the unanticipated but not necessarily wrong answers. Each of these contingencies must be planned for in advance in computerized instruction. In the conventional learning environment, the teacher can make immediate judgments of answers not planned for. The computer is unable to ad-lib judgments. The computer program must be sensitive to a wide variety of student responses if it is to be individualized. The feedback for the student will be based on these categories of answers.

Feedback. Feedback for correct answers should be directed at reinforcement of the concepts and should be included for those students with low confidence. Feedback for incorrect responses might take on several forms:

1. Ignore the mistake
2. Tell the student he or she is wrong
3. Tell the student he or she is wrong and give the correct answer
4. Tell the student he or she is wrong and explain why the answer is wrong
5. Tell the student he or she is wrong, give the correct answer, and explain why the answer is correct

Each of these has a role in computerized instruction. It is important to note, however, that options 1 and 2 are least productive if they are the only options used in a testing situation. Option 3 has been shown to be effective in many research studies. One must be sure that the student is not expected or allowed to copy a correct answer as the only requirement for proceeding, as that would allow the student to become passive. Students should be made to respond actively before being told the correct answer. Lessons should be designed so that the incentive is for students to answer correctly. Options 4 and 5 represent more elaborate correction procedures with 4 requiring sophisticated diagnosis of the student error. Students' knowledge should be sufficiently tested to insure that objectives have been attained. New but equivalent questions should be asked or the missed questions should be repeated.

Finally, the feedback for unanticipated responses should include some directions on how to formulate an expected answer. The response should always be acknowledged as unexpected—not as incorrect.
Review. Many instructional lessons allow the student to review previously presented material. This is particularly important if the student is unable to complete the lesson in one session. Ideally, long lessons should not require the student to begin again. One strategy might be to ask the student some questions related to already studied material followed by an option or a recommendation to review before starting the new material.

Routing. Lessons will vary on the degree of student control over the sequence of material. Ideally, all lessons should allow options to review, request additional explanations or examples, answer additional questions, and progress at the student's rate. Control over the sequence of topics may or may not be up to the student.

Occasionally, students who lack the prerequisite skills may enter the computer lesson. Ideally, lessons should test for entry behaviors and provide appropriate feedback for students who lack the required skills. It is up to the teacher using the lesson to identify the skills needed and to use the lesson appropriately with his or her students.

It should now be clear that a computer can reinforce student learning as a patient teacher, allowing repeated mistakes, providing alternative explanations or examples.

Teaching Strategies

Given this understanding of the various components of instruction, we can now focus on the teaching strategies that utilize those components.

There are a variety of teaching strategies that we can use to enhance all or some of these components as explained in the following pages. For example, a “tutorial” approach will embody all of the instructional components, often offering several complete teaching episodes. A “drill-and-practice” strategy, on the other hand, will generally stress the evaluation aspect of question, response, and feedback and omit presentation, review, and routing as part of the drill-and-practice session. Definitions of the various instructional styles can be found in the glossary.

Regardless of the specific components of a particular teaching strategy, the classroom teacher is responsible for fitting the strategy into the “big picture” and should not consider it just in isolation. For example, it is not possible to effectively use or evaluate a drill-and-practice session without considering the entire teaching episode/context of which it is a part. This is particularly important when
using computerized lessons which have been developed by other people. The teacher must detach it from the environment in which it was developed and consider it in the instructional context of the classroom.

While it's understood that the various instructional strategies do not exist in isolation in computer-assisted instruction, we do analyze them individually for purposes of communication. As we discuss the separate classifications, keep in mind that the primary criterion for evaluating a specific strategy should not be based on the label it is assigned, but rather on how it fits into the overall delivery of instruction.

At present, CAI is being used in the English classroom in three major ways: teaching with computers (using drill or practice lessons, tutorials, or dialogue systems involving problem solving or simulations), managing instruction (record keeping tasks), or using utility programs (word processing/text analysis/text editing). Some programs do not fit neatly into a single category, but these categories are the easiest way to classify what is more accurately described as a continuum of complexity and varying programming techniques.

**Teaching with Computers**

*Drill or practice.* The vast majority of English lessons currently in use implement a drill or practice strategy. Given the fact that some English skills require repetition and some students require infinite patience, these programs do have real value, especially when the alternative is a programmed textbook or a school staff whose time is so limited that the student will receive insufficient help. An ideal drill or practice lesson is easily integrated with teacher-presented material and provides ample opportunity for a teacher to add to the drill items, such as vocabulary words specific to an assigned story. The lesson management section of the program then allows the teacher to add, substitute, or delete words, definitions, or context sentences for later student use or practice. Such a lesson offers responses that are appropriate to students' errors, a sequenced pattern of reinforcement for correct responses, an increased or decreased level of difficulty depending on students' responses, a review for incorrect responses, and the capability to retire those items the student has answered correctly a number of times. A good drill lesson is designed to handle misspellings with flexibility and to summarize students' performance at the end of the lesson.
Tutorials. The essential difference between drill or practice lessons and tutorials is that the former often work in a linear fashion and are chiefly designed to review already presented information. The latter, on the other hand, are designed to present information, ask questions over that information, and then present individually tailored responses to student answers through a technique called "branching." In effect, then, a computerized tutorial tries to simulate the dialogue between a tutor and a student. Tutorials are more difficult to write, since the programmer must anticipate all student responses, including all possible errors. In this way, the alternative presentations provided by the computer will always be appropriate to the individual student's level and ability. A good tutorial presents questions that follow logical progressions toward stated objectives and display questions after each screen of exposition. In a good writing heuristic, it is important that the questions be open ended. Student answers are judged with flexibility and, in response to wrong answers, additional information or clues are provided. The lesson provides frequent access to help or review and suggests any necessary remediation.

It is frequently the case that "good" (i.e., flexible, individualized, germane) tutorials do not exist for all content areas for which there are "good" drill and practice lessons. In these cases, the teacher must provide the learning environment. It is necessary, nevertheless, that there be an appropriate match between the tutorial and the drill or practice lesson. A tutorial lesson is used to define a context for learning specific material and to teach a student which responses are appropriate in that context. A drill lesson derived from the tutorial then provides a student the opportunity to practice making the appropriate correct responses.

Problem solving. Next along the spectrum of complexity and usefulness, more sophisticated tutorial programs have reached the level of dialogue systems, problem-solving programs capable of guiding a student through prewriting and writing processes. In the best of these programs, the computer seems to understand the student's responses and then prods him or her onto the next step in the composition process. The questions are realistic and sequenced toward specific goals. Feedback to students' decision making is immediate, and suggestions are offered for optimal performance. The lesson is designed to ask the student a question, to pick up a key word in the student's response (matching it to a preprogrammed list of words), and then, based on that key word, to ask another question that leads the student to further refine his or her answer. Such lessons require a computerized expert—a model of how a human expert
would solve the problem. The student's current state is compared to and contrasted with the "expert" to determine the next best step. At this time, our ability to computerize the English language expert is very limited and, as a result, our problem-solving programs are primitive and restricted to small areas. In the area of composition, programs have been designed to replicate a thought-provoking dialogue between a master teacher and a student, but are less than ideal because of the limitations of both the program designer and of the computer on which the program runs.

For example, consider a prewriting dialogue program designed to help students prepare to write by asking a series of questions over student-selected topics. While performed satisfactorily enough in a limited way on a large mainframe or minicomputer, the program plods along at an unacceptable and inappropriate rate when processed by one of today's microcomputers.

Other dialogue systems, designed to be used during the editing stage of writing, "read" essays that students type into the computer. The programs then respond to the student work in such limited areas as sentence length, excessive use of prepositions; and use of passive voice, forms of the verb to be or relative pronouns. A computer program can also serve as a spelling proofreader, but spelling words must be programmed either by the classroom teacher or in commercially prepared spelling dictionaries or software.

Utilities

Word processing/text editing. The pedagogical applications of text editing programs are particularly important in a world where students will do much of their professional writing on word processors and microcomputers. Those who opt to use a computer as a writing tool cite a number of benefits from doing so, in both composing and revising strategies. Initial writing blocks are overcome when working with a screen terminal and its ease of erasing through simple back-spacing, a capability that often stimulates a flow of words that paper inhibits. Mechanical difficulties with poor handwriting and spelling are overcome when composing on a computer; the copy looks professional, boosting a writer's self-confidence; spelling is easily corrected after a first draft, causing writers to be more relaxed about putting words down. Because of the ease of revising without tedious recopying, writers are more open to suggestions for change and less inhibited about implementing suggestions. An ideal program in this
area would provide clear instructions, easily implemented editing procedures, adequate text storage, access to help or to a review of directions, and a straightforward use of the keyset.

Another useful utility program in the production of writing is computerized text analysis. Programs designed as automated style guides can determine when a grammar rule is violated or when a writing style is turgid because of excessive use of passive voice verbs or prepositional phrases. Spelling checkers, spelling correctors, and readability indexes have all been automated to give a breakdown of some of the things that might be wrong with an author’s text.

Management aids. An additional mode for computer use in instruction is the one designed for program management and record keeping, often called computer managed instruction or CMI and used in all content areas. CMI systems are often used as pretests, study guides, or posttests. In all of these situations, a CMI system can provide diagnoses of students’ difficulties, prescribe remediation, and schedule use of instructional resources. Ideal CMI programs offer clear directions, easy record modification, provision for adjusting learning parameters for individual students and whole classes, storage for individual student records, and privacy for those records.

The possibilities for offering a variety of teaching methods with a computer are limited only by the program designer’s skill and creativity, coupled with the capability of the machine for which the software is written. The design of sophisticated, well-conceived and implemented lessons in any of the instructional modes discussed here is both challenging and possible.

Chapter 2 Scenario

The scenario to conclude this chapter brings together Karen Young,* our “pro-computer” activist, and Robert Inglewood,** whose sentiments are at the opposite end of the spectrum. In the course of

*Karen Young teaches junior high English in a metropolitan midwest school with an enrollment of approximately 1,300. She is completing requirements for her M.Ed. and has been teaching for five years. She is fascinated with the concept of computer-assisted instruction in English (the topic of her master’s thesis) as a result of her good experiences with it in graduate classes.

**Robert Inglewood teaches high school junior and senior honors English at a relatively small suburban high school (enrollment approximately 2,000). He has an M.A., plus forty hours of graduate credit and has been teaching for thirty years, twenty-seven of them at this school. He has “put in his time” as chairman of the English department, doesn’t enjoy teaching composition, and is violently opposed to the concept of using computers in the English classroom (“it isn’t capable of teaching”, “it’s a new-fangled bother”, it might teach some things better than he).
conducting the research for her master's thesis, Karen has decided to visit various secondary schools—some urban, some rural—to describe the extent to which computer-assisted instruction is being utilized in the different academic divisions. Mr. Inglewood has learned of her visit to his suburban institution and has made an appointment to confer with her in the faculty lounge during his free period.

After some preliminary small talk over coffee, Mr. Inglewood directs the discussion to Karen's research and her reason for being at McCormick High. Ever the gentleman, he refrains from outright disparaging remarks about computers or Karen's interest in them. Instead, he begins to recite for her the various "fads" he has seen come and go during his thirty years as an English teacher. He recalls the "practical" emphasis of the late 50s, the "relevance" of the 60s, and the mastery learning/programmed learning approaches of the 70s. He acknowledges that computers are certainly impressive, every time he goes to the bank or to the grocery store, he is grateful for the efficiency they provide to him as a consumer.

"But using them in an English class is another situation entirely," he notes. "In my class, the most frequent method of instruction is my lecture. Or, at times, the students work individually or in small groups. In any event, class sessions are a constant source of surprise. No matter how carefully I plan, I find I always need to make on-the-spot judgments about whether or not an objective is being met. If not, I need to adapt accordingly. The lesson plan that runs smoothly in a first-hour class may need total revamping with the third-hour class. Now, how could a computer—which is programmed to follow a particular instructional path—ever exhibit the flexibility needed in my classes? And furthermore, how can one microcomputer—or even two—provide instruction to a class of twenty to twenty-five students? The value of these gimmicks is supposed to lie in their ability to individualize instruction. But a 1:20 or even a 1:10 ratio is not individualizing. And I surely can't believe that our district is planning to buy these things in volume."

Karen listened thoughtfully to his remarks. She had to admit that his comments about individualization made sense, and she appreciated the perspective of history from which he viewed current events. "So he's not just an anti-everything old grouch," she thought to herself. Then, feeling the need to respond—especially in light of the fact that several other teachers in the lounge had been listening to Mr. Inglewood's remarks—she cleared her throat and began.

"You've made several good points, Mr. Inglewood. If I weren't so convinced that computers have a lot to offer, I might be persuaded by your remarks to get out my "Nuke Computers" signs and start protesting. Let me tell you how I feel.
“You’re right about the fact that a teacher needs to make the judgments about when to speed up, when to slow down, and when to change direction entirely. You’re also right about the idea that one computer and twenty students do not represent the ideal “individualization” setting.

“The major argument that I would offer is simply that the computer provides one additional instructional method—one more resource from which teachers can draw. As Lucy once said to Charlie Brown, referring to her fist, her five fingers collectively provided much more force than any of them would individually. This same principle is true when it comes to using computers in the classroom.

“Maybe only a handful of students, at any one time, will be working with it. Maybe the greatest value it will serve will involve only grammar drills or tutorials or the use of a word processor as students write essays. But if—in providing those services—the computer helps even a few students to master concepts which they might otherwise have failed to master, I feel we should be taking advantage of that opportunity.”

Mr. Inglewood chuckled to himself as Karen finished. “The impassioned philosophy of youth,” he thought. Aloud he said only, “Miss Young, I admire the strength of your feelings. I fear the enthusiasm which you display has long ago been lost on me. We still remain in opposing camps, but I believe we can be cordial antagonists. Most important, I think we both feel we’re working for the good of our students.”
The initial rush to publish software to meet the demands of a rapidly expanding educational computing market produced computer programs for English and language arts instruction that could be generously described as less than ideal. Advancing computer technology will not resolve all of the limitations exemplified by those lessons. Many limitations are simply the result of our inexact characterization of the structure of the language.

What kind of computer applications are possible in language arts instruction then, and where are they available? And if they are possible, but not available, what then?

**What's Possible**

Most computer based instructional materials are traditional “frame-based” presentations. In this type of presentation, the lesson is laid out as a decision tree where the path taken by the student depends upon his or her response to questions at the branch points. The tree can be simple (linear) in that all students begin at the same point and ultimately end at the same point. Deviations from the linear flow are simply to correct incorrect responses made by the student:

![Simple Tree]

Or the tree can be quite complex in that ending points will be different for students responding differently to questions along the way:

![Complex Tree]
Most drill and practice lessons are examples of simple trees because the context in which the student is to respond has been defined by previous teaching. That is, the drill and practice lesson is not designed to teach new responses but simply to give students the opportunity to respond in well-defined ways. Within the four areas of English instruction that we will address—literature, composition, reading, and language arts—drill and practice lessons exist for almost every topic germane to the content areas. Most are limited, however, to lower levels of learning.

Decision trees for tutorials can range from simple to complex. The type depends upon the goals of instruction and the nature of the student-computer interaction. To illustrate, consider the area of composition. Lessons exist that explain the "how to," but there are few, if any, that adequately address the "when to." For example, sentence combining lessons teach how to combine two short sentences to make one longer sentence. In these lessons, the sentences are selected to clearly illustrate the procedures. Less well-defined issues such as style or emphasis are not addressed directly. In other words, the "when to" questions are generally avoided except for extreme cases when one "should always" or "should never."

Like tutorials, simulations and problem solving lessons can have decision trees ranging from simple to complex. Generally, these tend to the latter rather than to the former. Regardless of which tree-structure is used, the frame-based presentation of material requires the student to respond in ways anticipated by the lesson.

Information utility lessons, such as spelling or syntax checkers, judge student responses either by comparing the response to entries in a preprogrammed "dictionary" or by applying well-formulated rules. The misspelling of the word "quirk" as "qirk" could be identified form [sic] either a dictionary or by a rule about "u after q . . ." In the last sentence, the word "from" was misspelled as "form." In that case, a dictionary would not be sufficient to identify it since both are valid words. A parts-of-speech rule, however, might be able to spot it.

Most utilities present feedback as questions for the student to consider. Is [word] misspelled? Is the sentence with [phrase] passive? This form of feedback is used because either the dictionary comparison or the rule formulation might overlook or misclassify some responses. This limitation bears directly on our own understanding of the structure of the subject matter.

Some utilities can correct errors where there are well-formed rules. For example, it is possible for a utility to correct certain punctuation mistakes such as misuse of quotation marks.
Advantages of Frame-Based Instruction

The computer can continuously provide consistently presented instruction. For appropriate objectives and level of learning, it can provide an environment conducive to improved learning. The technical capabilities of the computer can simulate instruction not feasible in other environments.

Limitations of Frame-Based Presentations

Both the content domain and the current state of the technology limit computer applications in English. On one hand, many areas of the content domain cannot be specified by well-formulated rules or procedures that can be modeled on a computer. On the other hand, in areas where there are such rules, the relatively inefficient processing of the microcomputer often makes the student/computer interaction so painfully slow that potential benefits are lost.

To illustrate these situations, consider the activity of writing a well-structured paragraph with a main idea and appropriate supporting details. It is not possible to specify rules so that a computer could judge whether a student's original paragraph is appropriate. There are examples of lessons that lead a student through this process of paragraph development by asking structured questions that ostensibly produce a main idea and supporting details. The program stores these responses and reassembles them into a finished paragraph. On the surface this seems ideal. However, there is no way the computer can be programmed to guard against the student's responding with nonsense.

In our example, it would be possible to suggest a main idea—for example, "Sometimes telephones in the home are a real nuisance"—and then ask the student to type several examples to support that sentence. The program must include a long list of keywords and phrases for each anticipated detail that might be suggested in support of the main idea. To identify the idea of "interrupting a bath," keywords such as bath, shower, bathing, bathroom, john, washing, shampooing, bathtub, shaving, loo, and others would have to be specified. This requires that all variations and keywords for all plausible instances of telephone nuisance be specified. In programs such as these, the student response is parsed and then compared to the keyword entries. While this is often successful in judging more conventional responses, it sometimes results in accepting a response directly opposed to that desired. "It is not a nuisance if it rings while I am taking a shower." In addition, the parsing-comparing procedures are often very slow.
Finally, to restrict the exercise to identifying appropriate supporting details from a predefined list can certainly be done effectively on a computer. However, it dramatically changes the role of the student, the goal of the instruction, and the level of learning from that of our original example.

What's Not Likely ... Until ...

What we would like is “intelligent” computer-based instruction that can adapt to the experiences and learning styles of individual students and respond appropriately to student misunderstandings of the subject matter. This requires three things: a model of a “subject matter expert,” a model of what the student knows, and a tutor model that is able to compare the student’s knowledge with the expert’s knowledge and respond appropriately. The computerized “subject matter expert” must be a model of a human problem solver and be able to produce the same outcome as the human problem solver would under the same circumstances. It is not necessary that this “expert” use the same procedures that the human problem solver would, but the results must be like those the human would produce. In the area of English, many learning situations cannot be modelled because there are no well-defined rules or agreement on characteristics that could be used to develop a computer “expert.”

Two different types of computer “experts” have been conceived: the “glass-box” expert and the “black-box” expert (Burton and Brown, 1982; Goldstein and Papert, 1977). While both produce responses like those of a human problem solver, they differ on the procedures used to reach the same outcome and on their articulation of the processes they use. The “glass-box” expert is articulate and uses the same procedures that the human would use. The explanation given by the “glass-box” expert and the human would be the same.

The “black-box” expert, on the other hand, uses very different procedures. Since they are different, it would not serve any purpose to articulate them for a user and, as a result, they are kept hidden from view (hence the term “black box”). A good chess playing program is an example of a black box expert. In this type of program, the “expert” looks ahead several exchanges at all possible moves. It then evaluates all those situations to select the move that looks most likely to be successful. Hundreds, possibly even thousands, of moves are generated. This is very different from human chess experts, who tend to select moves based on patterns recognized from experience.
Commercially Available Resources

Many teachers may not realize that there are firms that monitor teachers' software likes and dislikes in much the same way the Nielsen company monitors television show popularity. A survey by one of these companies revealed that one selected group of 400 teachers was using a wide variety of software and held definite opinions on which software they liked best. While preferences varied according to grade level and subject specialty, certain names surfaced fairly consistently. In the language arts, the most often cited at the elementary level were the following:

- Borg Warner's Critical Reading
- Milliken's Language Arts
- MECC's total program
- Radio Shack's IQ Builder

At the secondary level, the program list included the following:

- Radio Shack's Scripsit
- Applewriter
- Microsoft's Typing Tutor
- Apple PILOT
- MECC's total program
- Radio Shack's IQ Builder

The elementary favorites are all subject matter related, indicating that they are probably used either to deliver or to supplement regular classroom instruction. The secondary list, on the other hand, consists almost exclusively of products that use the microcomputer as a tool, either for word processing, typing instruction, or programming instruction.

One way of getting information about a software product is through published reviews. In addition to the reviews published in the classroom-oriented computer magazines (Classroom Computer News, The Computing Teacher, Educational Computer, Educational Technology, Electronic Education, Electronic Learning), the general computer magazines are also increasing its educational coverage. These magazines include Compute, Creative Computing, Infoworld, and Microcomputing. While quality of reviews will vary, frequently a new product will be reviewed in several places allowing for comparison.

There are also publications dedicated to software review, including Courseware Report Card, Journal of Courseware Review, School
Microwave Reviews, Software Reviews, and Talmis Courseware Ratings. Local computer user groups (people using the same brand of computer who have put their heads together and experimented) and educational service agencies also offer courseware reviews.

The 1983 Classroom Computer News Directory of Educational Computing Resources, the first directory of educational computing, offers descriptions of periodicals, professional associations, ongoing projects, and funding. The directory includes a complete yellow pages listing of computer services and products and a one year calendar covering all national and regional events and conferences.

The following commercial houses have produced computer lessons in the language arts at the time of this writing:

Borg-Warner Education Systems; 600 West University Drive; Arlington Heights, IL 60004-1889
Edulculture; 1 Dubuque Plaza, Suite 150; Dubuque, Iowa 52001
Edu-Ware; P.O. Box 22222; Agoura, CA 91301
Hartley Courseware, Inc.; Box 431; Dimondale, MI 48821
MECC (Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium); 2520 Broadway Drive; St. Paul, MN 55113
Milliken Publishing; 1100 Research Blvd.; St. Louis, MO 63132
Random House School Division, 400 Hahn Road, Westminster, MD 21157
Scholastic Inc., 904 Sylvan Avenue; Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
Scott, Foresman and Company; 1900 East Lake Avenue; Glenview, IL 60025
Science Research Associates, Inc.; 155 North Wacker Drive; Chicago, IL 60606

Do-It-Yourself Guidelines to Instructional Development

Someday you may have a need for an instructional lesson that is possible but not available commercially. While the development of an instructional sequence requires a basic knowledge of how students learn, it also requires an educated awareness of the capabilities and limitations of both interactive instruction and the particular machine for which the instruction is designed. This awareness is essential not only in designing computer lessons, but also in evaluating those lessons designed by others.
The basis of an instructional sequence is stated in broad, general terms as a need or requirement—perhaps as a title or a lesson objective. In translating this general need to specifics in developing a computer lesson, we suggest the following initial strategy:

1. Specify objectives: Base the lesson, whether it be expository, discovery, testing, or drill and practice, on clear and detailed objectives. Keep the entire teaching episode in mind even though the computer lesson may be only part of a teaching episode. Make all instructional decisions within the lesson the result of what students do and "say" within the lesson.

2. Analyze the objectives. Determine the specific skills and knowledge needed by the student to attain the objectives. Identify the necessary prerequisite skills.

3. Outline the lesson flow.

4. Script each teaching episode.
   a. Presentation. Write all information and instructions for each teaching episode. Design screen displays to be attractive, easy to read, and relevant.
   b. Questions. Write questions to test whether the objective addressed in the presentation has been attained. Specify notes on question presentation, order, and selection.
   c. Student responses. Specify correct answer(s) and all anticipated incorrect answers.
   d. Computer replies. Write appropriate feedback messages for correct answer(s), anticipated incorrect responses, and unanticipated (but not necessarily incorrect) responses.
   e. Remediation. Write alternative presentation(s) for students who did not attain objective. Write follow-up questions to test comprehension of the material.
   f. Termination: Specify conditions to end the episode.

5. Program the lesson.

6. Refine and debug the lesson. The lesson should be tested with several students who represent those in the intended audience. Test the technical aspects of the lesson as well as the instructional aspects.

7. Document the lesson. Write clear, concise descriptions of the purpose for the lesson, how it operates, and how it could be incorporated into a particular curriculum.
Generic Guidelines for Computer Lessons

In developing and programming the lesson, keep in mind the following generic guidelines.

The lesson should be relevant. The instructional goals, teaching strategy, language, and evaluation techniques must be appropriate to the content and the designated student audience.

Design methods to evaluate the effectiveness of the lesson. Systematic evaluation of the lesson should indicate revisions necessary to reach or maintain effectiveness.

The lesson should account for students who use it even though they lack the necessary prerequisite skills. Plan the assessment of prerequisite skills and the instruction, branching, and feedback given to these students.

Develop the fundamental lesson sequence for the student who is able to grasp and demonstrate the indicated knowledge or skills. For students who need or request it, make available additional information, explanation, and application.

Although the length of a teaching cycle is the responsibility of the designer, research has indicated that shorter cycles (avoiding arbitrary conciseness) are more effective than longer cycles.

The lesson should be easy to use. Keep in mind the intended audience and the environment. The lesson should be easy to use for the novice without being tedious for the experienced user. Explain and account for the computer environment as well as for the content. Keep the technical skill level required of the user to a minimum without compromising the content or the creative and effective use of the medium.

Determine an appropriate length of the lesson. If the lesson is designed to be completed in more than one session, it should include provisions to begin where the last session ended, perhaps with a succinct review (or at least an indication) of material studied earlier. Do not require the student to begin again. One strategy might be to ask questions about earlier material followed by an option (and/or a recommendation) to review before starting the new material.

The lesson should be bullet-proofed. Design lessons to avoid terminating accidentally, inhibiting student progress, accepting inappropriate responses without appropriate messages, and displaying computer "default" messages that are incomprehensible to nontechnical users.

Test programs thoroughly before using them in an instructional setting. This suggests several strategies:
1. Use the lesson as you think it was intended. If the program does not work appropriately in the best of circumstances, it is not properly "bullet-proofed."

2. Try "unexpected" responses wherever possible. This includes testing the range of possible content-related answers as well as testing the computer environment. For example, what happens when you respond with numbers, punctuation, or blanks when asked your name?

3. Always test the program with students who are from the intended audience. Never rely solely on your own testing.

The lesson should be interactive. Test each skill and knowledge implied by the objective after the presentation as well as later in the program, either as prerequisite to a new concept or as part of a posttest. Avoid passive responding. Increase the incentive for correct responses. Retest students on missed concepts. Wherever possible, use new questions rather than simply repeating the original ones. Retest concepts after corrective measures have been taken as well as after a delay to be sure the student has not simply memorized the answer.

Design a strategy that will permit the student to continue even if he or she was unable to answer the way you expected. A well-designed program will not permit a student to get "caught" in a section and not be able to progress. Allow the student maximum control over the flow that is consistent with your objectives.

The lesson should be diagnostic. Lessons should differentiate between students and provide individualized feedback, remediation, and branching based on how they responded. Lessons that do not differentiate gain nothing over conventional large group instruction.

The lesson should be attractive. Plan text and graphics for emphasis and readability. Vary screen displays to increase attention.

Many computers offer color, sound, and animation. Include them if they are pedagogically sound, not simply because they are "cute." Otherwise, they will soon lose their novelty effect and frustrate the user.

Developing computer applications to English and language arts instruction has become an exciting, even profitable, activity for some classroom teachers. The same thorough grounding in general how-to's of instructional design such as the foregoing should also be referred to in a thoughtful evaluation of already-produced computer lessons. Before teachers can make reasonable judgments as to the efficacy of a lesson or series of lessons for their students, they need to be aware of what "good" computer software looks like.
Chapter 3 Scenario

The scenario to end this chapter again involves Duane Ridley, whom we left in chapter 1 after his class had been visited by Professor Richards, the "educational computer expert" from the college where Duane teaches part-time in order to supplement his salary from the high school. As a result of the positive feedback that Duane received from students and fellow teachers after that visit, Duane has been working fairly regularly with Professor Richards. Duane knows enough about the nature of programming to be certain that the role of programmer is not for him. Nevertheless, he feels an interest in the potential of computer-assisted instruction. His conversations with Professor Richards have reinforced for Duane the belief that faculty in all academic areas must develop a basic "computer literacy" so that they can communicate, as subject specialists, with the programmers who develop the software for academic use. This is true whether the software developers are professionals or simply students who are seeking new programming challenges.

As we encounter Duane this time, he is in Professor Richards' office. It is late afternoon, and Duane has just arrived on campus after finishing his eighth-hour class at the high school. The two of them have been joined by two seniors from the college—data processing majors who need programming projects to complete as part of a course assignment. Professor Richards has been recounting to them the tale of the program written by one of last semester's graduate students—the program that needed repair after being field tested with Duane's ninth-graders. Duane's students were able to omit needed capitalization without penalty but were subjected to capricious "error" statements simply because the program's method of response input had been poorly designed.

"The problems generated by Duane's students really proved depressing to that programmer for a few days," Professor Richards informed his listeners. "But pretty soon he realized that such field testing was the best way in which to de-bug his programs. In the end, the adaptations he made resulted in a very useful program, which has subsequently been field-tested at other schools with great success."

"I'm glad you recalled that war story," Duane said to the professor. "It may be just the thing these fellows need to hear, because I've laid a doozie on them just recently."

"They'd just begun to tell me about it," Professor Richards interrupted. "That's what brought last semester's experience to mind. Now... just what is it that you want?"
Duane settled into a chair and began to describe the type of software he had hoped could be developed.

"As you know, I work with both ninth and twelfth grade students at the high school. I have found many drills and instructional games involving grammar or composition skills that work well with the ninth graders, but those seniors require instruction of a more complex nature. Also, many of my seniors are college-bound, and I like to challenge them with assignments that involve cognitive skills at the higher levels. To date, I really haven't found any computer-assisted instruction that is working at that level. I was hoping that these fellows would be able to develop a tutorial program that I could use with those students."

Professor Richards nodded, looked at the two data processing students, and then looked back at Duane. "You know, of course, that while your question sounds very simple, it involves programming skills of a very high level."

"I know," Duane responded. "But I thought that—by working together—we could combine my subject matter expertise with their programming experience and come up with something really worthwhile... maybe even the basis for a professional publication."

He winked at the students, knowing how those last two words always managed to catch the attention of academics in a “publish or perish” setting.

"Professor Richards shifted in his chair. "Please continue."

Duane picked up the conversation. "These seniors who'll go on to college will all be required to take Freshman Composition. And, as a part-time instructor of that subject myself, I see the greatest potential for a project lying in the development of a tutorial program that would allow students to improve their skills at writing unified, coherent paragraphs, paragraphs in which a single main idea clearly ties the unit together, in which all sentences work to develop that idea, and in which no sentences distract from that idea."

Professor Richards groaned. "You don't ask much, do you? You want to allow initial input to be so variable that any idea named by the student can be a main idea?"

"Not any idea," Duane interjected. "It has to be narrow enough in scope to be a workable main idea."

"Will they have had previous instruction on how to limit ideas to this workable scope?"

"Yes," Duane replied. "But, of course, the opportunity to review that instruction should also be built into this program."

"You must help us out here, subject matter expert. What is it that defines an idea as sufficiently narrow in scope to be the main idea of..."
a paragraph? Are there particular traits that can be identified, so that the program can test for their presence or absence?"

"It’s funny you should ask. This seems to be one of those concepts whose presence or absence is easily recognizable. I can always tell if a paragraph has one or lacks one. But when I’m asked to tell you some concrete traits which could (1) be identified and (2) be the objects of a computer search, I find myself hard pressed to do so."

"Remember that, Duane. It may be the best answer available for those English teachers who fear that, someday, they may be replaced by computers. It also underscores the importance for teachers in all subject areas to take the time to apply to their teaching the educational principles about concept identification, levels of complexity, examples and nonexamples, and the like."

"Okay, you’re right. That won’t work the way I want it to. But that still doesn’t help these two fellows who need a programming project."

"Well, Duane, let’s try to consider some other aspects of composition that do have such well-defined traits that can be modeled on a computer. What about the expansion of that main idea? Would your students need instruction on plot development, for example?"

"Could be. Keep talking."

"Well, these fellows need to get some pretty high-level programming experience. Can you think of a program that would branch in any of several directions to offer instruction or to ask questions based on input supplied by the student?"

"Sure. That has definite possibilities. The program could present the student with some characters, a setting, and a few suggestions about relationships among them. Then the student would be free to build a plot."

"But a student could do that with pen and paper, Duane. What could be done uniquely with the computer in this situation?"

"Aha! The student could be forced to do this sequentially. You’re right about the pen and paper. I use this type of assignment regularly with my students, and then allow them thirty to forty minutes to build a story. Some do a great job, but others get so wrapped up in describing the characters that no plot ever develops. A few start to develop a plot, but get so wrapped up in trying to be clever that the essence of the plot changes three or four times, never coming to a resolution."

"Okay, Duane. I think we’re on to something. The student suggests the beginning of a plot, then is asked certain questions in order to be sure that the plot development continues and doesn’t fall by the wayside."

"
"But that still involves an awful lot of options. Ten students may suggest ten different plots. Can the program respond to input which is so open-ended?"

"Well, Duane, that depends. You can limit the number of possible student inputs by suggesting three or four plot directions, then identifying a bank of key words that would appear for each of those possibilities. Then the input would be parsed for those key words, and subsequent branching would be based upon the presence or absence of those words."

"Sounds like lots of work for the programmer. What other option is available?"

"Well, you can brainstorm every possible plot you think might be developed, again identify some key terms that would be associated with each, then search and branch accordingly."

"I guess that first plan doesn't sound so terrible after all. Are you up for it, fellows?" Duane asked as he turned to the programmers present.

Their upraised thumbs said it all.
4 Evaluating Computer Courseware

Now that you have the courseware, what's next? You know how computer courseware could be incorporated into your particular style of teaching. You know where and how to acquire courseware applicable to your lesson content. How do you tell the good programs from the not-so-good programs? How do you distinguish the courseware that is acceptable "as-is" from the courseware that would be acceptable only if modified? Isn't courseware evaluation similar to evaluating textbooks or other print material? Isn't what you see what you get?

If you have ever served on a textbook evaluation committee or spent time browsing through exhibitors' book displays, you have probably developed the ability to decide whether or not a book fits your teaching needs after a fairly quick and cursory examination. A single page-through will reveal to experienced teachers whether the reader, literature anthology, or grammar handbook in question is suitable for their students.

Not so the case with computer courseware. Because of the nature of the instructional medium (the exchange of "dialogue" between student and computer lesson), a single "page-through" will not reveal all aspects of content presentation, interaction required of the student, instructional quality, or ease of operation. As a matter of fact, several runs through a computer lesson are required to fully absorb both the content and the effect that the lesson has on the user. As long a period as fourteen hours has been spent studying a single lesson by a teacher who wanted to become as familiar with the lesson design as the original programmer.

Such intense scrutiny is neither possible nor desirable with most classroom courseware. However, a thorough familiarity with a proposed lesson is not only desirable, it is essential if the quality of your instruction is to be maintained. As the teacher responsible for the instruction delivered in your classroom, you need to know if the lesson is polite in tone of feedback, if the material is fun and challenging, not boring or "cutesy," if the content is appropriate for your students, if the directions are clear and easily accessible, if the
Evaluating Computer Courseware

content can be integrated with previous classroom instruction; if the content is free of race, sex, or other stereotypes; or if the level of each question is consistent with the level of presentation.

Resources for the Evaluator

The need for developing a systematized or structured procedure for evaluating instructional computer courseware is a very real one. The new industry producing programs to aid or substitute for content-area instruction needs appraisal and constructive criticism by experienced evaluators. In particular, application of the computer to English instruction, still in its infant stages, should have its own informed evaluators. If the instructional quality of a computerized English or reading lesson is poor, it is because no one has demanded that it be improved. Likewise, if the teacher’s manual for a computerized lesson is confusing or unintelligible, it is because no one has specified how it should be revised. Now, while the courseware development industry is young, open to suggestion, and sensitive to competition, classroom teachers have an opportunity to influence curriculum development—but only if they know what they are talking about.

Because of the proliferation of instructional software packages by a variety of large and small publishers who have been hesitant to release preview materials to potential purchases, the use of indepth software evaluations has become a necessity for computer-using educators. Computer software evaluations/reviews are being published in a variety of sources, most notably in educational computing journals such as Classroom Computer News, The Computing Teacher, Creative Computing, On Computing, Educational Technology, and Electronic Learning. These periodicals are available by subscription to individuals or institutions.

Evaluations of computer software are also available in the newsbulletins of those consortia formed to serve computer-using teachers’ needs. Two such sources are the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC) or the MICRO-Ideas Project in Illinois. These newsbulletins are issued to specific membership mailing lists, limiting the availability of their software reviews. Another source of software evaluation is the Resources in Computer Education (RICE) database, developed by the Computer Technology Program at the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWERL). The RICE file is accessed through the BRS, Inc., School Practices
Information Network (SPIN) and is available only to those who have a BRS search password, a contract with Bibliographic Retrieval Services (a commercial database vendor in Latham, New York), and a microcomputer and modem to access information files.

The Microcomputer Index, a file available through another large, commercial database vendor called DIALOG, is a subject and abstract guide to microcomputer articles from over twenty-five periodical sources such as Byte, InfoWorld, Personal Computing, Interface Age, Creative Computing, and Softside. Included are general articles about the microcomputer world, book reviews, software reviews, discussions of applications in various milieu, and descriptions of new computer products. The Index provides information about new modems or printers, as well as reviews of software packages.

**Evaluation Guidelines**

Several thoughtful evaluation instruments have been designed to assist those teachers interested in making their own informed decisions with regard to the computer courseware they provide their students. One of the earliest is *Evaluating Materials for Teaching with a Computer* by J. Richard Dennis, No. 5e, in the Illinois Series on Educational Application of Computers developed at the University of Illinois. Dennis provides both a rationale for evaluating courseware and a sample courseware evaluation worksheet that suggests multiple lesson executions.

Another set of evaluation guidelines is offered by the Instructional Affairs Committee of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Rather than attempting to employ numerical ratings to generate purchase-rejection decisions, the *NCTM Software Evaluation Checklist* can be adapted to reflect a given user's selection of criteria and focuses on the issues critical to those decisions.

Still another evaluation instrument is the *Evaluator's Guide for Microcomputer-Based Packages* developed by MicroSIFT (Microcomputer Software and Information for Teachers), a project of the Computer Technology Program of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory in Portland, Oregon. The MicroSIFT clearinghouse for microcomputer-based educational software and courseware developed the *Evaluator's Guide* to provide background information and description/evaluation forms to aid teachers and other educators in evaluating software before purchasing, and to be used as a supplement to preservice and inservice courses concerned with the development or use of computer-based applications.
The National Council of Teachers of English has formed an Instructional Technology Committee to establish, as part of its charge, a set of guidelines to help language arts teachers select main frame and microcomputer programs for use in their classrooms, and to encourage publishers and software producers to develop materials that both meet the instructional aims of language arts educators and use the interactive capabilities of the computer to enhance learning. Criteria in the NCTE guidelines focus on areas that are common to most types of educational courseware and are included in the other evaluation instruments. They differ, however, in that they offer criteria specific to evaluating the appropriateness of courseware for the teaching of language arts.

Which Guidelines to Use?

Because the classroom teacher is the only one who knows the sometimes strange and wonderful mixture of individual learning styles, personality traits, and cognitive stages that students represent, no one set of guidelines can provide all of the criteria to judge the quality of computer courseware for a particular set of students. Nor can any set of criteria completely reflect all the nuances of the purpose of a lesson or individual instructional situation. When shopping for a new car, only the prospective buyer is aware of all the criteria that his or her purchase must meet. All a new car shopping guide or tips from interested friends can attempt to do is to raise points to consider before purchasing. No one but the buyer is totally aware of his or her own particular situation.

A list of thoughtful evaluation criteria can and should benefit teachers who utilize courseware by pointing out a program’s strengths as well as its weaknesses. Through the experience gained in preparing detailed courseware evaluations, teachers can increase their awareness of what to look for in high-quality courseware and of their roles in implementing the lessons with their students. As teachers’ awareness increases, they will become more knowledgeable-and discriminating when selecting courseware, which should in turn, encourage developers to continue to improve the quality of their products.

The evaluative issues that may be inferred from the various guidelines instruments described above represent state-of-the-art knowledge, experience, and intuition regarding what constitutes a “good” computer program. A cursory look at one of the evaluation instruments may give you the feeling that more questions are raised about evaluating instructional computer programs than any reasonable
person would ever care to have answered. That is because evaluative criteria in the area of computer courseware are both numerous and tentative. Many are expressions of group or personal values, and would thus be judged to be very important by some users while being viewed as unimportant by others. It is expected that a given user will assign greater weight to some criteria than to others. It is assumed that the proper task of the user is to select and weight the criteria used in his or her evaluation of a program. The role of any set of guidelines is to guide the decision maker, supporting the thoughtful review of an issue.

Chapter 4 Scenario

The scenario to end this chapter is set at the annual state meeting of English teachers. Here, Karen Young (we met her in chapter 2)—at the request of her advisor from the university—is presenting a session about the various kinds of software available for use in English classes.

As is often the case at these sessions, she is limited to having only one microcomputer available on which the various programs can be demonstrated. Nevertheless, she has prepared a series of handouts for those in attendance. Some of the handouts simply list print and software resources, others show examples from several programs.

In attendance at this session are both Janice Doan* and Duane Ridley (familiar from chapters 1 and 3). They are part of a standing-room-only audience, reflecting the fact that microcomputers are no longer the sole domain of math, science, or business departments. Karen's topic has drawn a large crowd, in spite of the fact that six other presentations are going on simultaneously, two of which involve "teacher burnout" and "surviving on reduced budgets."

In any event, Karen manages to display three separate types of software during the thirty minutes allotted for her presentation. It is during the fifteen minute question and answer period that she encounters queries from Janice and Duane, which set the stage for some lively exchanges about software.

Janice is one of the first to raise her hand when Karen stops speaking. She briefly presents her background, mentioning that she teaches

*Janice Doan teaches fourth-grade English in a rural midwest town of approximately 16,500 population. She has a B.A. from a state university, plus eight hours of graduate credit in elementary education, and is in her third year of teaching. The principal of her school has been talking with marketing representatives from three microcomputer companies. Janice fears RIF-ing, but she is willing to learn about computers if that will enhance her potential to remain employed. Also, she has seen demonstrations of computer-assisted instruction while taking a graduate class.
elementary school in a rural town and that her principal seems interested in the purchase of microcomputers for their building.

"My question," Janice continues, "involves those sales representatives who have been visiting our school. How do I know what I can or can't believe? At least, when textbook salesmen come around, I can leaf through the books, look at the supplemental materials available, and have a pretty concrete idea of costs. With these people selling computers, I have no idea about the strengths or weaknesses of the software available. And if we purchase the computers from Company X, will we be limited to purchasing software from the same company? Or will programs produced by Company Y be compatible with that hardware? I really need some guidelines."

Karen nearly glowed as Janice finished her question. Addressing the group as a whole, she said, "Please let me attest to the fact that I have never before seen this woman. She is not my sister and I have not paid her to come here and ask this perfect question." That drew a chuckle from the assembly, after which Karen continued.

"The point Janice made in her question is essential, especially considering the costs involved when a school or a district decides to purchase six or ten or fifty microcomputers. Once they have been bought, that's it. No school board is likely to approve the expense of replacing them with the products of a different manufacturer in two years. This is why it is so important that faculty from all academic areas and all grade levels work with the administration to develop some key questions to be asked of marketing representatives. You are right in wondering about the availability of software and the compatibility of the hardware with programs from other sources. It is also important to learn which items are included in the prices quoted, and which are optional. The visual quality of the screen, the size of the memory, the potential for expanding the memory, the speed with which input is processed and output is printed...all of these are key questions. And you may find it hard to believe, but it just happens that Professor Swank, my advisor from Midwest University, has written a monograph listing these concerns. A copy of the monograph is here on the display table and you are all welcome to examine it when this session ends. Individual copies are available for seventy-five cents from the College of Education at the University. I'll write the address here on the board."

Following an appreciative murmur that rippled through the crowd, Duane Ridley gained Karen's attention and rose to comment.

"I appreciate the answer you gave to the young lady concerned about evaluating commercially prepared software as well as hard-
ware. I know I’ve shared her frustrations many times, even though I teach at the secondary and college levels. I would simply like to share one additional thought with those of you in this room. No matter what type of hardware your school or district may purchase, don’t feel confined to the use of commercially-prepared software. I have recently had occasion to work with personnel from our own local college, both faculty and students, to develop software for use with my own students. I was amazed not only at the programming expertise in my own community, but also at the other benefits which arose when I started working cooperatively with the people from the college. As college people visited our building on one occasion after another, informal dialogues began to develop among our teachers, our students, the college teachers, and the college students—even between our students and our teachers!

“I encourage each of you to look around you when you return to your schools. You never know what talents lie untapped in those students and colleagues you pass daily in the halls.”

Cries of “hear, hear!” came from several spots in the room. Karen picked up on that, looked at the clock and at the nervous presenter waiting in the hall for his chance to set up for the next session, and raised her voice. “I can think of no better note on which to end. Thank you all for coming!”
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**Chapter Four**


Glossary

authoring system  A set of programs to help authors organize and implement instructional lessons. Such a system might include programs to help the author design questions, feedback, and remediation by prompting the author with specific cues. Usually, the author does not need to know the specific programming commands to implement the instructions.

BASIC  Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. A common programming language available on most microcomputers.

bit  The smallest amount of information which can be processed. A binary digit, either a zero (0) or a one (1). A different sequence of bits can be used to code different letters or numerals which can be processed by the computer. For example, the sequence 0110101 might be the letter A. Most computers are designed to manipulate information that is coded in binary form.

bug  An error in the hardware (e.g., equipment malfunction) or the software (program error).

byte  Eight bits (usually). Often used to represent an alpha-numeric character or a number between 0 and 255.

CAI  Computer Assisted (or Aided) Instruction. Generally, the process of using the computer to deliver instruction through preprogrammed lessons (called "canned" programs). Other CAI related initials include:

- CAL  Computer Assisted Learning
- CBI  Computer Based Instruction
- CBE  Computer Based Education
- CMI  Computer Managed Instruction
- EAC  Educational Applications of Computers
- IAC  Instructional Applications of Computers

canned program  A complete, ready-to-use program which is usually stored on a cassette tape or floppy diskette.

courseware  A combination of "course" and "software" that identifies programs with an educational content or use.

CRT  Cathode Ray Tube, a television type screen for displaying data, graphics, etc.

data base  A collection of data stored in an organized manner. It can be made up of numeric and/or text data.

disk (disc)  A circular piece of material on which information can be stored magnetically.
diskette  A small (usually 5.25 or 8 inch diameter) disk made of flexible (floppy) material. One small floppy disk can hold all the information found in a large dictionary.

disk drive (system)  A peripheral device which is used to store information on or retrieve information from a disk.

hard copy  Computer output on paper.

hardware  The physical components of a computer including the central processor, memory devices, and peripheral equipment.

input  Information or data entered into the computer through such devices as keyboard, punched cards, magnetic tape, disk, graphics tablets, light pens, joy sticks, etc.

I/O  Input/Output.

K  A mathematical prefix signifying one thousand (1000). In computer terminology, K is used with a number to specify the memory size of a computer. For example, 64K equals 64,000 which means that the computer memory is approximately 64,000 bytes (or characters) of data.

keyboard  A computer input device that resembles a typewriter.

memory  The portion of a computer which stores data. Many computers have a small, fast primary memory and a larger but slower secondary memory.

microcomputer  A small self-contained computer containing a microprocessor which can execute instructions. The microprocessor chip is the brain of the computer containing memory, logic, and control elements.

modem  A MOdulator-DEModulator device that allows a computer to communicate over telephone lines.

monitor  A video output unit that uses a Cathode Ray Tube for display.

output  Information leaving the terminal. Some output devices include printers, disk drives, music or voice synthesizers, CRT screens, etc.

peripheral  Any device which can send information to or receive information from a computer.

program  A detailed set of instructions which describes a process. The program is written in a computer language chosen for the particular process being described. For example, COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented Language) is often used for business applications, FORTRAN (FORMula TRANslator) is used for scientific applications.

RAM  Random Access Memory is the main memory of the computer. Data may be stored in or retrieved from or changed in RAM. Information stored in RAM is lost when the machine is turned off.

ROM  Read Only Memory is that in which the information is permanently stored (usually by the manufacturer). This information cannot be changed.

scroll  Text displayed can be moved up or down for viewing.

software  All programs which the computer uses.
teletex  Systems similar to videotext but only for receiving information. The user cannot send information.

text editor  Computer or word processing program that allows text manipulation such as additions, deletions, or alterations.

timesharing  A method of using a computer in which many people use the computer at the same time.

videotex  A general term for systems which combine the computer, CRT, and telephone in various ways to transmit text and simple graphics to a simple receiver. Such systems are interactive and usually designed so that untrained users can transmit information easily. Current systems are being used for news, sports, advertising, library services, etc.

word processing  The use of computers to format papers, documents, reports and other text materials. The text is typed and stored in computer memory where it can be changed, deleted, added to, or retrieved.
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